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Preface
SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC), located in Charlotte, North Carolina, is a nonprofit regulatory authority that promotes effective and efficient
administration of bulk power system (BPS) reliability in all or parts of 16 central and southeastern states. SERC’s jurisdiction includes users, owners,
and operators of the BPS within the SERC footprint, known as the SERC Region.
On July 20, 2006, the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) was certified as the Electric Reliability Organization (ERO) in the United
States, pursuant to Section 215 of the Federal Power Act. As the ERO, NERC may delegate authority to Regional Entities (REs) to monitor and
enforce NERC Reliability Standards. NERC and the REs work to safeguard BPS reliability throughout North America.
As one of six REs, SERC is delegated to perform certain functions from the ERO and is subject to oversight from the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC). SERC promotes and monitors compliance with mandatory Reliability Standards, assesses seasonal and long-term reliability,
monitors the BPS through system awareness, and educates and trains industry personnel.
On April 30, 2019, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission issued an order formally approving the transfer of all registered entities in the Florida
Reliability Coordinating Council (FRCC) Region to SERC by July 1, 2019. The integration of FRCC entities resulted in an additional SERC
subregion and SERC Assessment Area for inclusion in NERC’s Reliability Assessments. The map showing the resulting SERC subregions is
included in Figure 2.

Figure 1: 2018 Subregions

Figure 2: New 2019 Subregional Map with FL-Peninsula
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About This Assessment
This 2019 Reliability Review Subcommittee Annual Assessment (2019
Annual Report) was developed by the SERC Reliability Review
Subcommittee (RRS) in accordance with the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(Title 18, § 39.111 of the Code of Federal Regulations).
This assessment also fulfils the ERO’s Rules of Procedure, which
instruct the Regions to conduct periodic assessments of the Regional
BPS.

Development Process
This assessment was developed based on data and narrative
information collected by SERC from its Registered Entities to
independently assess the long-term reliability of the SERC BPS while
identifying trends, emerging issues, and potential risks during the tenyear assessment period. The Reliability Review Subcommittee (RRS),
at the direction of SERC’s Engineering Committee, supported the
development of this assessment through a review process that
leveraged the knowledge and experience of system planners, RRS
members, SERC staff, and other subject matter experts. This review
process ensures the accuracy and completeness of all data and

information. The SERC Engineering Committee reviewed and
approved this assessment.

Data Considerations
Forecasts in the 2019 RRS Annual Report are not predictions of what
will happen; they are based on information supplied by Registered
Entities in February 2019 and updates incorporated prior to publication.
The assessment period for the 2019 RRS Annual Report is from 2020
to 2029; however, some figures and tables examine data and
information for year 2019. The assessment was developed using a
consistent approach for projecting future resource adequacy through
the application of SERC’s assumptions and assessment methods.
SERC’s standardized data reporting and instructions were developed
through stakeholder processes to promote data consistency across all
the reporting entities. Reliability impacts related to physical and
cybersecurity risks are not addressed in this assessment, which is
primarily focused on resource adequacy.
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Executive Summary
The RRS assembled and reviewed many sources of data to assess the future reliability of the Region from a resource adequacy and transmission
system performance vantage point. This report considers four focus areas: Demand and Energy, Capacity Resources, Reserve Margins, and
Transmission. The RRS leverages studies and reports from other SERC committees such as the Dynamics Working Group (DWG), Resource
Adequacy Working Group (RAWG), Near-Term Working Group (NTWG), and Long-Term Working Group (LTWG) to assess transmission and resource
adequacy impacts from different perspectives. The main body of this report provides additional detail to support the following:

Key Findings
Expected demand projections for the SERC Region are almost flat.
•
•
•

The SERC Region’s 2020-2029 Compound Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR) is 0.54%.
On the high end, FL-Peninsula subregion has a 1.08% CAGR.
On the low end, MISO-Central subregion has a -0.43% CAGR.

Five of the seven SERC subregions expect the Anticipated
Reserve Margins to be above 20% for the ten-year period.

•

SERC is proactively addressing the impacts of increased
renewable resources within the SERC footprint and identifying its
risks through various forums.
•

•

•

Two of the seven subregions expect to maintain a ten-year
reserve margin in the 18 – 30% range.
• Three of the seven subregions expect to maintain a ten-year
reserve margin in the 20-30% range.
All subregions maintain ten-year reserve margins above SERC’s
calculated Reference Reserve Margin, using the metric of 0.1 days
per year loss of load expectation (LOLE), of 14.4%.
Only slight changes in the Regional resource mix are projected for
the ten-year planning horizon, with no significant change reported
from 2018 to 2019.
Net capacity resources in the Region are expected to increase for
the first five years of the ten-year planning horizon and gradually
level out in the last five years, with natural gas-fired capacity
additions largely offset by coal-fired capacity retirements.
•

Approximately 5 GW of natural gas resources, 4 GW of utility
scale solar (photovoltaic) resources, and 2 GW of nuclear
resources are expected by 2024.

Approximately 4 GW of coal resource retirements are expected
by 2024.

The Variable Energy Resource Working Group (VERWG)
explores the reliability considerations related to variable energy
resource integration in the SERC Region.
Hundreds of future utility scale transmission connected PV
projects totaling ~18.5 GW of nameplate capacity (~ 3.6 GW
Tier 1, 5 GW Tier 2, and 9.9 GW Tier 3 ) are reported by
Generator Owners over the next five years.

Across the SERC Region, member companies continue to build
transmission, especially in the first five years of the assessment
period, to ensure a reliable interconnected power system.
•

•
•

Transmission is added to ensure compliance with national and
local standards, improve intraregional and interregional transfer
capabilities, relieve congestion, and ensure generation
deliverability.
As of July 1, 2019, there are 117,446 miles of transmission lines
at 100 kV and above in the SERC Region.
Entities within the SERC Region anticipate adding
approximately 2,000 miles of transmission during the ten-year
reporting period.
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Detailed Review of 2019 Findings
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Subregion Reserve Margins
Reference Margin Levels are established to allow NERC to assess the level of planning reserves, recognizing factors of uncertainty involved in longterm planning (e.g., forced generator outages, extreme weather impacts on demand, fuel availability, and intermittency of variable generation). NERC
does not require a certain level of planning reserves; instead, SERC—through the Resource Adequacy Working Group (RAWG)—conducts a loss of
load expectation study to determine Planning Reserve Margins (PRM), or Reference Margin Levels. The SERC 2018 Probabilistic Assessment PRM
analysis determined PRMs for each area with no transmission tie benefits (islanded) and a SERC-wide PRM that allowed for interconnection (tie
benefits) for the study years of 2020 and 2022. Areas adopt the lesser of the two PRMs, and consequently, they all adopted the SERC-wide PRM of
13.15% and 14.41% for 2020 and 2022 respectively, which are below the NERC Reference Margin Level of 15%. For this assessment, interpolation
determined the 2021 Reference Margin Level while other years equal to the 2020 or 2022 results. All margins are above the Reference Level over
the next ten years.
In addition to PRM analysis, the 2018 Probabilistic Assessment determines four resource adequacy metrics, which are loss-of-load hours (LOLH),
loss-of-load expectation (LOLE), loss-of-load frequency (LOLF), and expected unserved energy (MWh and MPM). At the Anticipated Reserve Margins
below, all areas have zero or near zero risk to resource adequacy. In addition to the base case analysis, the RAWG conducts several
sensitivity/scenario cases to assess the resource adequacy impact of reducing the Anticipated Reserve Margins.
The published SERC 2018 Probabilistic Assessment is available on SERC’s website. For more information regarding this analysis, please read the
RAWG subsection under Working Group Contributions of this document.
Table 1: Calculated Reserve Margins by Subregion

SERC Subregion

Margin

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

FL-Peninsula 1

Reference Margin Level

15.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

Anticipated Reserve Margin 25.30%
All (Less FL-Peninsula) Reference Margin Level

1

13.15

24.31% 24.93% 26.18% 25.27% 24.72% 26.78% 24.58% 23.32% 23.39%
13.15

13.78

14.41

14.41

14.41

14.41

14.41

14.41

14.41

Central

Anticipated Reserve Margin 31.56%

28.97% 27.78% 27.25% 24.73% 24.45% 24.69% 23.85% 23.40% 22.88%

East

Anticipated Reserve Margin 21.28%

21.98% 22.75% 22.26% 21.58% 24.31% 23.23% 24.53% 23.44% 25.94%

MISO-Central

Anticipated Reserve Margin 21.28%

22.21% 22.97% 19.68% 20.65% 21.06% 21.53% 22.01% 22.44% 22.44%

MISO-South

Anticipated Reserve Margin 26.79%

29.47% 28.17% 26.13% 25.66% 23.58% 19.10% 18.60% 18.07% 18.07%

SERC-PJM 2

Anticipated Reserve Margin 57.03%

52.19% 50.43% 48.61% 47.40% 46.41% 45.89% 45.16% 44.00% 42.89%

Southeast

Anticipated Reserve Margin 34.33%

33.87% 35.49% 37.26% 36.51% 35.81% 37.13% 39.90% 39.48% 38.03%

As filed for the NERC 2019 Long-term Reliability Assessment. The SERC 2018 Probabilistic Assessment did not include FL-Peninsula.

2 Reserve Margins in PJM are calculated for the entire PJM footprint since power flows around PJM without regard to Regional boundaries. No specific reserve
margin requirement exists in the regional portions of PJM.
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Capacity Resource Trends
Capacity resources in the SERC Region
for 2019 total 310,881 MW. Net capacity
resources in the Region are expected to
increase for the first five years of the
2020-2029 planning horizon to 319,046
MW. Net capacity resources are projected
to gradually increase over the planning
horizon with natural gas-fired capacity
additions being largely offset by coal-fired
capacity retirements. Capacity resources
in the SERC Region in 2029 are projected
to total 322,901 MW.

retirements through the near-term planning horizon.
Nuclear powered resources supply 13.1% of the SERC capacity in 2019. This share is projected to
remain constant throughout the assessment period despite two 1,100 MW nuclear plant additions in
2022 and 2023. Existing solar (photo-voltaic) capacity resources in the SERC Region are reported at
4,000 MW, but planned solar additions of 4,500 MW are projected through 2024. With these additions,
combined-type capacity resources would supply 10.7% of the SERC total by 2029, up from 9.4% in
2019. Hydro capacity resources are projected to remain essentially unchanged through the forecast
period at approximately 3.6% of the Regional total. Biomass, wind, and other resources in the Region
are small and do not contribute significantly to the SERC capacity totals or resource mix.

Primarily due to the integration of FRCC
into the SERC Region, the SERC 2019
resource mix changed slightly from 2018,
with an approximate 4 percentage point
increase in natural gas resources and an
approximate 3 percentage point decrease
in coal resources. These slight trends in
the Regional resource mix are projected
for the ten-year planning horizon.
Natural gas is the primary fuel source in
the SERC Region, followed by coal,
nuclear, and other types (which include
pumped storage, oil-fired, solar, biomass,
wind, and other). For the period 20202029, natural gas-fired capacity is
projected to increase from 47.4% to
48.7%. Through the same period, coalfired capacity is projected to decrease
from 26.5% to 23.7%. SERC members
have announced approximately 4,000
MW of large-scale coal-fired capacity
Figure 3: Capacity Resource Trends
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Capacity Resource Topics
Table 2: Capacity Resource Topics by Fuel Type

Current State

Demand

Natural Gas

Conventional
Generation

Solar PV

Potential Reliability Issues

Impacted Subregions

Most SERC subregions have recently
seen the shrinking of ten-year
compound annual growth rates to well
below 1%. Some subregions report
negative growth rates for the 10-year
assessment period.

SERC foresees no potential reliability issues
relating to demand. However, this lull in
growth rates may affect the ability to respond
to possible future higher growth.

All SERC subregions, with the exception
of SERC FL Peninsula

With the exception of FL-Peninsula,
growth of gas-fired generation in
SERC subregions are lower than in
most of the NERC Regions. Gas
growth, as a percentage of the total
fuel mix, is about 0.9%, while coal
drops about 2.0% through the
assessment period.

Fuel delivery for gas units is a concern in the
unlikely event that a gas pipeline is lost.
Development of utility sized natural gas
storage or dual-fuel capability may alleviate
some concerns. Accelerated natural gas
development in the future may require further
analysis to determine if fuel controls are
required.

SERC East, SERC MISO-South

The use of coal and oil-fired generation
is declining. Hydro, pumped storage,
and nuclear generation are increasing
slightly, with two new nuclear units
planned in SERC Southeast during the
assessment period.

Since conventional generation values remain
relatively constant, little reliability concern
exists. Accelerated natural gas development
in the future, coupled with widespread coal
plant retirements, and may require further
analysis to determine if fuel controls are
required.

All SERC subregions

Solar generation is expected to nearly
double by the end of the assessment
period, but remains very small
compared to conventional generation.
Solar installations, without energy
storage, may not be able to cover the
afternoon peak, making these plants
less useful than conventional
generation for reliability.

Because of low penetration forecast of solar,
no reliability concern exists.

SERC-E, SERC-SE, and SERC-PJM
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Demand Projections
The 2020-2029 demand forecast shows a 0.54% compound annual growth rate (CAGR), which is relatively flat compared to last year's ten-year
growth rate of 0.77%. Figure 4 shows a breakdown of the forecasted growth in total internal demand by subregion. Figure 5 shows the forecasted
total internal demand by year. The delta between the summer and winter season doubled from approximately 5 GW to 10 GW from last year’s
projections with the addition of the summer peaking FL-Peninsula subregion.

Figure 4: Compound Annual Growth Rate

Figure 5: SERC Region Total Internal Demand (MW)
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Transmission Additions
As of July 1, 2019, there are approximately 117,500 miles of transmission lines operated at 100 kV and above in the SERC Region. Entities within
the SERC Region anticipate adding approximately 2,000 miles during the ten-year reporting period. SERC entities coordinate transmission expansion
plans in the Region annually through joint model-building efforts that include the plans of all SERC entities. The coordination of transmission expansion
plans with entities outside the Region is achieved through annual participation in joint modeling efforts with the Eastern Interconnection Reliability
Assessment Group (ERAG) Multi-regional Modeling Working Group (MMWG). Transmission expansion plans by most SERC entities are dependent
on regulatory support at the federal, state, and local levels since the regulatory entities can influence the siting, permitting, and cost recovery of new
transmission facilities.

Figure 6: Bulk Electric System Transmission Mileage by Operating Voltage Class
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Transmission Projects
Projects to maintain or improve transfer capabilities between Regions
or subregions are not necessarily obvious in maps or in lists of planned
transmission additions. Tie lines themselves infrequently limit
transactions. Rather, the limiting elements are most often internal to the
entities’ systems. Projects to improve transfer capabilities can include
reconductoring lines, replacing transformers, and upgrading terminal
equipment.

In addition to transmission lines, several new transformers are due to
come into service during the next ten-years within the SERC Region.
Of the 101 transformer projects, 92 have high-side voltages of 200 kV
and above.

Figure 8: Transformer Additions

Conclusion

Figure 7: 10-Year AC Circuit Project

NERC Registered Entities in the SERC Region are committed to
planning for a reliable delivery system. Transmission upgrades and the
installation of new facilities will be necessary to ensure compliance with
national and local standards, improve both intraregional and
interregional transfer capabilities, relieve congestion, and ensure
generation deliverability. The RRS will continue to assess transmission
development in the SERC Region and will monitor the implications to
current and future reliability.
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Subregional Dashboards/Summaries
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Highlights

SERC Central
The SERC Central subregion is a winter
peaking system, which consists of the
following Planning Coordinators:
Associated Electric Cooperative Inc.,
Electric Energy Inc., Louisville Gas &
Electric/Kentucky Utilities, and
Tennessee Valley Authority.

•

Anticipated Reserve Margins for SERC Central are expected to be above 20% for the next tenyears.

•

Load growth is expected to be minimal across the subregion.

•

Annual peak demand shifted slightly for the subregion from the summer season to the winter
season.

Demand (MW)
Total Internal
Demand Response
Net Internal
Resources (MW)
Anticipated
Prospective
Reserve Margins (%)
Anticipated
Prospective

2020
40,761
2,076
38,685

Projected Demands, Resources, and Reserve Margins (Summer)
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
41,104
41,380
41,533
41,609
41,690
41,636
2,054
1,979
1,927
1,894
1,888
1,885
39,050
39,401
39,606
39,715
39,802
39,751

2027
41,761
1,882
39,879

2028
41,903
1,879
40,024

2029
42,072
1,877
40,195

50,893
54,593

50,362
54,017

50,345
54,406

50,400
54,460

49,535
53,590

49,535
53,590

49,565
53,620

49,390
53,445

49,390
53,445

49,390
53,445

31.56%
41.12%

28.97%
38.33%

27.78%
38.08%

27.25%
37.51%

24.73%
34.94%

24.45%
34.64%

24.69%
34.89%

23.85%
34.02%

23.40%
33.53%

22.88%
32.97%

Existing On-Peak Generation (Summer)
Peak Capacity
Generation Type
MW
%
Biomass
0
0.00
Coal

16,793

33.25

Natural Gas

19,723

39.05

Hydro

3,478

6.89

Nuclear

8,422

16.68

Other

0

0.00

Petroleum

0

0.00

Pumped

1,748

3.46

Solar

8

0.02

Wind

334

0.66
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Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
Planning Reserve Margins
Anticipated Reserve Margins for the SERC Central assessment area
are expected to be above 20% for the next ten years. Entities in SERC
Central use resource adequacy assessment tools (e.g., Strategic
Energy Risk Valuation Model Monte Carlo simulations) to evaluate
reserve margins. The assessment takes into account the impact of
historical weather years, load uncertainty due to economic growth
uncertainty, uncertainty due to generator forced outage rates, and other
uncertainties. Some entities in SERC Central perform a second
assessment that accounts for system costs, including customer outage
costs that might happen under a combination of several uncertainties.
The entities compare the normal reserve margin to this system costs
calculation and its resulting reserve margin to compare risk neutral
versus risk adjusted reserve margins to better reflect anticipated
increases in intermittent resources and establish distinct summer and
winter targets.

Demand
The SERC Central assessment area is now slightly winter peaking, with
a forecast total internal demand of 41,076 MW in 2020. The total
internal demand for winter exceeds the total internal demand for
summer by 315 MW. The net internal demand for winter is expected to
increase by approximately 1,700 MW over the ten year planning
horizon.

Demand-Side Management
Entities in the SERC Central assessment area use flexible, responsive
programs and resources to meet the demand. These programs include
interruptible products, voltage optimization, and aggregated demand
response, and can be dispatched up to 100 hours annually. Most are
turnkey demand response programs that deliver economic load
reduction by utilizing third party implementers. Entities in SERC Central
do not expect a significant change to the programs and response
through the forecasted period.

For the majority of the SERC Central assessment area, larger wind
plants (1,200 MW) and solar farms (400 MW) are monitored via
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Energy
Management Systems (EMS). The wind power is transported almost
entirely into SERC Central via Pseudo Ties. Impacts from ramping
and light load conditions are adjusted for by including forecasted
Distributed Energy Resource (DER) output in unit commitment and
scheduling models. Entities in SERC Central have not experienced
any ramping or significant light loading issues from DERs.
DERs are accounted for both in the load forecast behind the meter and
through programs that are in front of the meter and evaluated like a
resource. Entities continue to work with the local distribution power
companies to account for the magnitude and characteristics of the
DER. Generally, smaller (< 5 MW) DERs that are behind the wholesale
meter are accounted for in the load forecast. Larger (> 5 MW) DERs
that are not behind the wholesale meter are modeled explicitly. These
would also have the dynamic characteristics included. Currently, there
are over 50 projects (more than 6,000 MW) in the interconnection
queue over the next five years. Many of these are solar projects that
have potential to connect to the Bulk Electric System (BES).

Generation
With the exception of two confirmed resource retirements, one in the
2020-21 timeframe and another in the 2023-24 timeframe, anticipated
generation resources in the SERC Central assessment area are
reported to stay constant over the ten year planning horizon starting in
2020.
Coal supplies about one third of the capacity in SERC Central in 2019,
and its share is reported to decrease slightly during the next ten years.
Natural gas and nuclear provide 39% and 17% of SERC Central’s
capacity, respectively. Hydro and pumped storage provide 7% and 4%,
respectively, for summer peak.

Capacity Transfers
The SERC Central assessment area expects firm imports of around
2,500 MW and firm exports of around 2,100 MW starting in 2020
through the ten year planning horizon.
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Transmission
Approximately 163 miles of new transmission lines in the SERC
Central assessment area are in the design/construction phase, and
are projected to enhance system reliability by supporting voltage and
relieving challenging flows. Other projects include adding new extra
high voltage transformers, reconductoring existing transmission lines,
and other system reconfigurations/additions to support transmission
system reliability. A planned 500 kV substation will support system
reliability for a confirmed resource retirement. In addition, a new Static
VAR Compensator (SVC) is being planned for an existing 500 kV
substation to support the stability of local generating units.

Entities in SERC Central do not anticipate any transmission
limitations/constraints with significant impacts to reliability. Limitations
exist near multiple generation sites in SERC Central and along the
seams due to line loading and transfers on the transmission system.
Entities plan to mitigate all of the known transmission
limitations/constraints through future transmission projects (new
builds, reactors, etc.), generation adjustments, system
reconfiguration, or system purchases.
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Highlights

SERC East
The SERC East subregion is a winter
peaking system, which consists of the
following Planning Coordinators: Cube
Hydro Carolinas, Duke Energy
Carolinas, Duke Energy Progress,
Dominion Energy South Carolina, and
South Carolina Public Service Authority.

•

Gas has overtaken Coal as the largest source of electric energy, supplying approximately 31%
of the capacity in the subregion in 2019.

•

The solar development project queue continues to significantly increase across the subregion.

•

South Carolina Electric and Gas (SCE&G) was recently acquired by Dominion Energy and has
changed its name to Dominion Energy South Carolina (DESC).

Demand (MW)
Total Internal
Demand Response
Net Internal
Resources (MW)
Anticipated
Prospective
Reserve Margins (%)
Anticipated
Prospective

2020
43,852
1,068
42,784

Projected Demands, Resources, and Reserve Margins (Summer)
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
43,991
44,205
44,460
44,733
45,063
45,478
1,071
1,075
1,075
1,075
1,076
1,077
42,920
43,130
43,385
43,658
43,987
44,401

2028
46,318
1,080
45,238

2029
46,771
1,081
45,690

51,887
51,929

52,353
52,395

52,942
52,984

53,041
53,083

53,081
53,123

54,680
54,722

54,716
54,758

55,738
55,780

55,840
55,882

57,544
57,586

21.28%
21.38%

21.98%
22.08%

22.75%
22.85%

22.26%
22.35%

21.58%
21.68%

24.31%
24.41%

23.23%
23.33%

24.53%
24.62%

23.44%
23.53%

25.94%
26.04%

Existing On-Peak Generation (Summer)
Peak Capacity

Generation Type

MW

%

Biomass

164

Coal

15,794

30.56

15,959

30.88

Hydro

3,044

5.89

Nuclear

11,726

22.69

Other

0

0.00

Petroleum

1,469

2.84

Pumped Storage

3,044

5.89

Solar

489

0.95

Wind

0

0.00

Natural Gas

2027
45,838
1,078
44,760

0.32
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Planning Reserve Margins
Considering anticipated generation resources strictly within the SERC
East subregion, the forecast planning reserve margin for 2020 exceeds
21%. The anticipated reserve margins continue to exceed 21.28%,
reaching a 24.53% peak in 2027 and dropping to 23.44% in 2028 at the
end of the forecast period. Considering prospective generation
retirements and additions, prospective reserve margins are slightly
higher, reaching a 24.62% peak in 2027 and dropping to 23.53% in
2028 at the end of the forecast period. Entities in the SERC East
subregion also participate in a reserve sharing agreement among the
VACAR companies.
Reserve margin is defined as total resources minus peak demand,
divided by peak demand. For peak seasons, resource adequacy studies
are simulated regularly to determine the reserve margin required to
satisfy the one day in ten years LOLE standard. Thus, summer and winter
peak seasons included in the analysis incorporate the uncertainty of
weather, economic load growth, unit availability, and the availability of
transmission and generation capacity for emergency assistance. The
calculations do not include uncommitted generation and non-firm
resources. Demand-side management resources are modeled according
to contract limits, and behind-the-meter generation is subtracted from the
load. There are no changes from the 2018 LTRA. No parts of SERC East
have Reserve Margin mandates (excluding North Carolina entities that
are PJM members). Each utility determines its Reserve Margin and
presents it in its Integrated Resource Plan (IRP). The North Carolina
Utility Commission and the South Carolina Public Service Commission
will either agree or disagree with the entities’ Reserve Margin
percentages as part of the IRP proceeding.

Demand
The SERC East subregion is winter peaking with a forecast total internal
demand for 2020 of 44,153 MW. The total internal demand for winter
exceeds the total internal demand for summer by approximately 1300
MW or 3.0%. Both total and net internal demand within the SERC East
subregion for winter are expected to increase by 6.6% over the 10-year
planning horizon. Distributed energy resources to date have not caused
a noticeable change to the net internal demand, but the solar
development project queue continues to increase significantly across the
subregion.

Entities in SERC East expect normal demand growth to continue in the
region. Statistical and economic models are used to develop peak
demand forecasts based upon past load patterns and profiles. These
models also take into consideration naturally occurring efficiency trends.
Most of the distributed energy resource (DER) growth in the region has
been solar, which has little to no projected impact on winter peak demand
reduction, and only a small impact on summer peak demand. SERC East
members will continue collecting data on the impact of solar DERs in the
region, and will incorporate the results into the models. This methodology
has not changed since the 2018 LTRA.

Demand-Side Management
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Programs are used for planning
purposes and as a mechanism to reduce the peak load forecast. Some
entities report using these programs in their Integrated Resource Plans
to efficiently and cost effectively alter customer demands and reduce the
long run supply costs for energy and peak demand. These programs can
vary greatly in their dispatch characteristics, size, and duration of load
response, certainty of load response, and level and frequency of
customer participation. In general, entities offer the programs in two
primary categories: Energy Efficiency (EE) programs that reduce energy
consumption, and Demand Side Management (DSM) programs that
reduce peak demand (demand side management or demand response
programs and certain rate structure programs).

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
Entities continue to monitor DER penetration levels, assess the impacts
from DER, and incorporate these impacts in system studies. Unlike
directly modeled transmission-connected solar, sub-transmission DERs
(i.e. rooftop solar) are netted against load in the energy management
system and transmission planning models. Future DER output projections
are considered to assess the future operational impacts, as well as the
magnitude of projected excess energy issues from increasing DER
penetration scenarios. Entities continue to plan for these resources and
support deploying increased regulation, balancing reserves, essential
reliability services allowances, and solar curtailments in the operations
planning and real time operating horizons to mitigate potential operational
impacts in the near term.
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Entities report that the queued amount of DERs connected to the nonBES, sub-transmission system (rooftop solar, plug-in electric vehicles,
etc.) is approximately 10% of the utility scale and transmission BES
connected projects (~17,000+ MW) in the interconnection queue over the
next five years. These non-BES connected DERs are not explicitly
modeled as generators, but are instead modeled as a reduction in bus
load, netting the actual bus load and the on-line DER generation. Entities
are trying to put processes in place to use available data to explicitly
model the bus load and DER generation independently to better
represent these DERs in our planning models.

Generation
Anticipated generation resources in the SERC East subregion are
reported to increase slightly by 10,100 MW (18.0%) over the 10-year
planning horizon. No significant generation retirements in the subregion
have been announced through 2028. Approximately 1500 MW of coalfired generation and 464 MW of natural gas/oil-fired generation are slated
for retirement by 2028.
Gas supplies approximately 31% of the capacity in the subregion in 2019
and is the largest source of electric energy just ahead of coal. Natural gas
and nuclear generation provide 31% and 23% of the subregion's capacity,
respectively. Renewable resources (hydro, pumped storage, biomass,
solar, and wind) provide approximately 13% of the capacity at the time of
summer peak.
Entities regularly analyze the existing and future demand and energy
needs of their customers in order to ensure they have a plan that will
serve customers in an economical and reliable manner. A mix of utility
purchases of IPP generation facilities, adding new combined
cycle/combustion turbine plants, energy storage, and short-term market
purchases are utilized over the period available to meet demand.
Planning assumptions for renewable resources assume that all NC
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (REPS)
requirements and SC DERs goals are met fully, as well as additional solar
resources procured in response to the newly signed NC House Bill, HB
589. The IRP assumes a robust mix of resources to meet customer
demand. These resources include renewable energy, combustion
turbines, combined cycle units, and nuclear units, as well as projected
increases in both Energy Efficiency (EE) and Demand Response (DR).
From a planning perspective, the move to winter planning and planning

reserve margin addresses the potential operational impacts of the
changing resource mix. Additionally, the Capacity Value of Solar study
allows the companies to apply the appropriate value of solar in the
generation planning process as additional large amounts of solar are
added to the systems. Various sensitivity studies using engineering
judgment are performed to further investigate any potential impact of
having changes in our available generation resource mix.
Solar contribution to peak is defined as the hours between 2:00 p.m. and
7:00 p.m. in summer months of June-August and the hours between 7:00
a.m. and 8:00 a.m. in the winter months of December-February. For most
entities, transmission-connected solar facilities’ output is set at 35-80%
(of contractual committed MW) in summer and 0% in winter. These
percentages are determined through a review of historical MW output
during the peak hours. Run of river hydro MW output is determined by
historical seasonal averages.
Entities do not anticipate any specific environmental or regulatory
restrictions or retrofits that may affect resource availability. Entities
continue to manage lake levels, to the extent weather conditions and
inflows permit, in order to mitigate hydro capacity limitations during
seasonal peak load periods.
Entities in the area report contracts for the firm natural gas needed for
operations. Reliable fuel supplies are supported by fuel contracts that are
in place months, and often years, into the future. Vendor performance is
monitored closely and potential problems are addressed long before
issues become critical; all large contracts are with very reputable and
reliable vendors. Finally, proactive communications and cooperative
relationships are invaluable toward meeting critical objectives. Planning
studies assume all types of fuel are available on an economic basis
Approximately 35% of gas-fired capacity has dual fuel capability and can
run on fuel oil when necessary. Natural gas limitations are considered in
the production costing model utilized in long-term planning studies as
follows. Combined-cycle units have no gas limitations at all. Most simple
cycle combustion turbines that are gas capable have no gas limitations
except in January.

Capacity Transfers
No significant capacity transfers (imports or exports) have been reported
for the SERC East subregion.
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Transmission
Seven 230 kV and ten 115 kV transmission lines are planned over the 10year planning horizon. One new tie line from Dominion Energy South
Carolina to South Carolina Public Service Authority is included in the

planned lines. Ten new 230/100 or 230/115 kV transformers and one new
115/100 kV transformer are planned over the 10-year planning horizon.
Reliability is the driver for all planned transmission additions.
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Highlights

SERC FL-Peninsula
The SERC FL-Peninsula subregion is a
summer peaking system that consists of
the following Planning Coordinators: Duke
Energy Florida, Florida Municipal Power
Agency, Florida Power & Light Company,
Florida Reliability Coordinating Council,
Gainesville Regional Utilities, City of
Homestead, JEA, Lakeland Electric,
Orlando Utilities Commission, Seminole
Electric Cooperative, City of Tallahassee,
and Tampa Electric Company.

•

Based on the forecasted load, firm generation capacity, and firm DSM, the projected subregional
reserve margin remains well above 15% throughout the ten-year planning horizon. In addition, no
adverse impacts to the reserve margins have been identified due to generation retirements.

•

Significant proposed gas pipeline projects (Sabal Trail Phases II and III) are expected to provide
increased gas transportation capacity to peninsular Florida and be fully in-service in 2021. These
projects will enhance fuel transportation reliability by increasing supply and delivery diversity for
the FL-Peninsula subregion.

Demand (MW)
Total Internal
Demand Response
Net Internal
Resources (MW)
Anticipated
Prospective
Reserve Margins (%)
Anticipated
Prospective

2020
48,139
3,104
45,035

Projected Demands, Resources, and Reserve Margins (Summer)
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
48,675
49,161
49,663
50,315
50,924
51,600
3,153
3,204
3,253
3,300
3,348
3,395
45,522
45,957
46,410
47,015
47,576
48,205

2027
52,333
3,440
48,893

2028
53,033
3,488
49,545

2029
53,033
3,488
49,545

56,449
56,703

56,589
56,844

57,416
57,671

58,561
58,816

58,894
59,148

59,336
59,591

61,116
61,370

60,909
61,163

61,098
61,353

61,133
61,387

25.30%
25.87%

24.31%
24.87%

24.93%
25.49%

26.18%
26.73%

25.27%
25.81%

24.72%
25.25%

26.78%
27.31%

24.58%
25.10%

23.32%
23.83%

23.39%
23.90%

Existing On-Peak Generation (Summer)
Peak Capacity

Generation Type

MW

%

Biomass

117

Coal

6,743

12.91

0.22

Natural Gas

38,346

73.41

Hydro

44

0.08

Nuclear

3,625

6.94

Other

308

0.59

Petroleum

2,438

4.67

Pumped Storage

0

0.00

Solar

611

1.17

Wind

0

0.00
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Planning Reserve Margins

The SERC FL-Peninsula subregion uses the Florida Public Service
Commission (FPSC) reliability criterion of a 15% reserve margin for
non-Investor Owned Utilities (non-IOUs) as the minimum Regional
Total Reserve Margin based on firm load. The Total Reserve Margin
calculations include merchant plant capacity that is under firm contract
to load-serving entities. The Florida Reliability Coordinating Council
(FRCC) assesses the upcoming ten-year projected summer and winter
peak hour loads, generating resources, and firm Demand Side
Management (DSM) resources on an annual basis to ensure that the
subregional Total Reserve Margin requirement is projected to be
satisfied.
Based on the forecasted load, firm generation capacity, and firm DSM,
the projected Regional Total Reserve Margin is above 15% for the FLPeninsula subregion. More specifically, the FL-Peninsula subregional
Reserve Margins are projected to remain at or above 20% for all
summer and winter seasons during the assessment period.

Demand
The individual entities within the FL-Peninsula develop their load
forecasts and the FRCC then aggregates these forecasts to calculate
a non-coincident seasonal peak for the Region. Each entity adjusts
their forecasts annually to account for their actual peak demand,
updated economic outlook, population growth, weather pattern,
conservation and energy efficiency efforts, and electric appliances
usage pattern.
The Net Energy for Load (NEL) and summer peak demands are
forecasted to remain steady when compared to previous forecasts. The
current average annual growth rate for NEL is 0.8% per year. Firm
summer peak demand growth is expected to decrease slightly to
approximately 1.15% when compared to the previous forecasted
growth rate of 1.2% per year. For firm winter peak load, the average
growth rate is also expected to decrease to .99% when compared to
the previous forecast of 1.1% per year. The higher growth rate for
demand compared to energy implies a declining trend for regional load
factor.
(The growth rates for demand are higher than are the growth rates for
NEL – average demand.)

Some of the larger utilities in the subregion account for load profile
modifiers such as Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) and Electric
Vehicles (EVs). The smaller utilities either (i) do not yet have enough
data to account for such modifiers in their forecast, or (ii) have analyzed
the estimated impacts of such trends and determined their impacts
sufficiently small to include in an embedded manner.
Load growth in the Miami-Dade and Broward Counties is significantly
higher than load growth in the rest of the state. The effects of this load
growth will require continued monitoring, as there are both limited
transmission corridors into this area as well as limited generation siting
availability in this area.

Demand-Side Management
Controllable Demand Response from interruptible and dispatchable
load management programs within the FL-Peninsula is treated as a
load-modifier, and is projected to be constant at approximately 6.3% of
the summer and winter total peak demands for all years of the
assessment period.
Each individual reporting entity develops their own independent
forecast of firm controllable and dispatchable Demand Response
values to be available at system peak, based on their methodology.
These individual reporting entities perform and develop independent
analyses of the estimated impacts from their firm Demand Response
and Load Management. The FRCC then aggregates those impacts for
analytical purposes.
Note that many of the utilities within the FL-Peninsula subregion are
currently involved in a DSM docket that will set their proposed goals of
demand response for the next ten years. The outcome of this docket
may significantly change the projected amount of DSM in the FLPeninsula subregion.
Energy efficiency and conservation programs, along with the growth
expectations for such initiatives, are embedded specifically in the
individual entities’ load. The FRCC Load Forecast Working Group
(LFWG) annually meets to discuss individual entities’ forecasting
philosophy.
In addition to the forecasts of utility-sponsored energy efficiencies (EE)
described above, many of the FL-Peninsula utilities include forecasts
of EE associated with the impact from governmental codes and
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standards. These impacts are projected to be substantial over the next
ten years.

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
Distributed Energy Resources are modeled with associated loads and
netted out since the load forecasts of entities within the FL-Peninsula
subregion account for these loads implicitly.
Currently, the FL-Peninsula subregion has low penetration levels of
DERs; however, penetration levels are expected to grow throughout the
planning horizon. The FRCC standing committees and subcommittees
continue to review recommendations developed by the FRCC Solar
Task Force, which was tasked with examining and determining
procedures and processes to address the projected growth of solar
generation within FL-Peninsula.
The FRCC Resource Subcommittee coordinated with the FRCC Load
Forecast Working Group and developed a pilot data collection to
amalgamate estimated statistics (historical and projected) for DERs
within the FL-Peninsula subregion to better support the integration of
DERs into infrastructure sufficiency studies for transmission and
distribution systems. While this data will be aggregate in nature, the
FRCC Resource Subcommittee is actively exploring geographical
tracking processes to evaluate potential DER growth pockets, and
continues to coordinate with the FRCC Planning Committee on
tractable approaches to disaggregation in the near future (e.g., by
substations, zip codes, counties, etc.).

Generation
No impacts because of generation retirements have been determined
in the Planning Horizon. The FRCC Regional Transmission Planning
Process (RTPP) incorporates planned (known) future generator
retirements via the studies performed by the FRCC subcommittees.
The FRCC Transmission Technical Subcommittee (TTS) and the
FRCC Stability Analysis Subcommittee (SAS) perform their Annual
Long Range Study (LRS) for the FRCC region in accordance with the
FRCC Regional Transmission Planning Process. The LRS is performed
by incorporating each individual planning authority’s 10-year load and
resource plan (approved firm resources and planned retirements),
along with transmission infrastructure, into a coordinated model of the
region’s Bulk Electric System. This analysis is performed to ensure

long-term reliability of the FL-Peninsula subregion under a wide array
of study scenarios. The SAS annually performs the FRCC Extreme
Event (stability) Study for the FRCC region, which includes the
expected 10-year resource plan at peak and light load conditions, as
well as evaluating various generation import levels into the FLPeninsula subregion.

Capacity Transfers
All firm capacity imports into the FL-Peninsula subregion have firm
transmission service agreements in place to ensure deliverability into
the subregion. These capacity resources are accounted for in the
calculation of the subregion’s Anticipated Reserve Margin. In addition,
the interface owners between the FL-Peninsula subregion and SERCE subregion meet biennially to coordinate and perform joint studies to
ensure the reliability and adequacy of the interface.
Significant proposed gas pipeline projects (Sabal Trail Phases II and
III) are expected to provide 0.245 Bcf of incremental gas transportation
capacity to peninsular Florida and be fully in-service in 2021, increasing
total delivery capacity to 1.075 Bcf. Completion of these projects will
enhance fuel transportation reliability by increasing supply and delivery
diversity for the FL-Peninsula. This capacity will also help the FRCC
Region meet the increasing gas generation requirements driven from
new gas-fired generators being constructed over the next 10 years.
The FL-Peninsula subregion has not identified any scenarios that would
affect transfers into the FL-Peninsula subregion or would result in
reliability issues from reduced transfers.

Transmission
The FRCC’s TTS and SAS performed the annual Long-Range Study
and Extreme Event Study, which includes all NERC contingency
categories (P0 though P7) to determine any potential transmission
limitations, transmission constraints, short-circuit analysis and dynamic
and steady state reactive-power limited areas.
The FL-Peninsula subregion has not identified any specific major
projects that are needed to maintain reliability during the planning
horizon. The FL-Peninsula subregion’ individual entities do have
planned projects related primarily to system expansion in order to serve
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forecasted growing demand, resource integration, and to ensure longterm reliability.
The reliability studies performed have shown that the performance of
the transmission system within the FL-Peninsula subregion is reliable,

adequate, and secure for the Near-Term and Long-Term Planning
Horizon.
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Highlights

SERC MISO-Central
The SERC MISO-Central subregion is a
summer peaking system that consists of
the following Planning Coordinators:
Midcontinent Independent System
Operator, Inc.

•

Anticipated resources are stable but slightly decreasing through the ten-year planning horizon.

•

Extra High Voltage (EHV) transmission development continues with approximately 260 miles
planned in the next 5 years.

Demand (MW)
Total Internal
Demand Response
Net Internal
Resources (MW)
Anticipated
Prospective
Reserve Margins (%)
Anticipated
Prospective

2020
18,737
718
18,019

Projected Demands, Resources, and Reserve Margins (Summer)
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
18,600
18,529
18,419
18,278
18,218
18,150
718
718
718
718
718
718
17,882
17,811
17,701
17,560
17,500
17,432

2027
18,082
718
17,364

2028
18,021
718
17,303

2029
18,021
718
17,303

21,853
22,742

21,853
22,742

21,902
22,742

21,185
22,025

21,185
22,025

21,185
22,025

21,185
22,025

21,185
22,025

21,185
22,025

21,806
22,025

21.28%
26.21%

22.21%
27.18%

22.97%
27.69%

19.68%
24.43%

20.65%
25.43%

21.06%
25.86%

21.53%
26.35%

22.01%
26.84%

22.44%
27.29%

26.03%
27.29%

Existing On-Peak Generation (Summer)
Peak Capacity
Generation Type
MW
%
Biomass
6
0.03
Coal

12,674

59.26

Gas

5,307

24.81

Hydro

363

Nuclear

2,255

Other

0

0.00

Petroleum

266

1.24

Pumped Storage

440

2.06

Solar

0

0.00

Wind

77

0.36

1.70
10.54
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Planning Reserve Margins
Considering anticipated generation resources strictly within the SERC
MISO-Central subregion, the forecasted planning reserve margin for
2020 exceeds 21.3%. The forecasted reserve margins are expected to
decline starting in 2023, but resources would still exceed net internal
demand by at least 19.68% throughout the forecast period. Reserve
margins could be higher and exceed 26.0% at the end of the planning
horizon considering prospective generation retirements and additions.
The SERC MISO-Central subregion also has access to all of the
deliverable resources within the MISO footprint as deliverable per the
Settlement agreement between MISO and the Joint parties
Although not shown here but included in the MISO MTEP18 report, the
MISO forecasts sufficient capacity resources to meet expected demand
and reserves for the years 2019 and 2020, above the Planning Reserve
Margin Requirement (PRMR) of 17.1%. Beginning in 2021 however,
MISO capacity is projected to fall below the PRMR and remain there
for the remainder of the assessment period. Falling below the PRMR
signifies that the MISO region is projected to operate at a reliability level
lower than the one-day-in-10-year standard for the years 2021 and
beyond.

Demand
The SERC MISO-Central subregion is summer peaking with a forecast
total internal demand of 18,737 MW for 2020. The Total Internal
Demand for summer exceeds the Total Internal Demand for winter by
more than 2,100 MW. Both Total and Net Internal Demand within the
SERC MISO-Central for summer are expected to decrease slightly (by
3.8-4.0%) over the 10-year planning horizon. To date, distributed
energy resources and energy efficiency impacts have not caused a
significant change to the net internal demand. The 2019 load forecast
for the subregion for 2020 is 327 MW (1.7%) lower than the 2018 load
forecast developed for the year 2019.

Demand-Side Management
Reported demand-side management response in the SERC MISOCentral subregion exceeds 700 MW, or 3.8% of the Total Internal

Demand for 2020. This level of demand response is expected to
continue through the forecast period.

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
At this time, no significant photo-voltaic (PV) developments have been
connected to either the transmission or distribution systems in the
SERC MISO-Central subregion. Connections of large distributed
energy resources (DERs) in the subregion have been limited to wind
farms. Interest in DERs is continuing but to date, DERs have not
caused a substantial change to the net internal demand in the
subregion. Both transmission and distribution planning engineers in
many areas of the subregion are experiencing increased interest from
customers regarding possible connection of PV and inverter-based
resources.

Generation
Anticipated generation resources in the SERC MISO-Central subregion
are expected to exceed 21,250 MW through the 10-year planning
horizon, but are expected to decline by 717 MW (3.3%) over this period.
No significant generation retirements in the subregion have been
announced through 2022. Approximately 600 MW of coal-fired
generation and 120 MW of natural gas-fired generation is planned to
be retired in 2023.
Coal supplies approximately 29% of the capacity in the subregion in
2019 and is by far the largest source of electric energy. Natural gas and
nuclear generation provide 25% and 11% of the subregion's capacity,
respectively. Renewable resources (hydro, pumped storage, biomass,
solar, and wind) provide approximately 4.1% of the capacity at time of
summer peak.

Capacity Transfers
Capacity transfers for 2020 include net sales of 310 MW to PJM and
net purchases of 448 MW from SERC Central. Transactions of these
magnitudes are expected to continue through the near-term planning
horizon. All SERC MISO-Central members are participants in the MISO
energy market.
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Transmission
Existing EHV transmission mileage in the SERC MISO-Central
subregion exceeds 2300 miles. Lower voltage transmission greater
than 100 kV but less than 300 kV exceeds 6400 miles. Planned EHV
transmission line additions in the next 5 years is approximately 260
miles, while planned lower voltage transmission lines are approximately
33 miles.
EHV development continues across the SERC MISO-Central
subregion. Three projects that were planned as a part of the MISO
Value Proposition (MVP) are scheduled for completion in the next two
years. Two projects, the 71-mile Ottumwa (IA)-Zachary (MO) and 58mile Zachary-Maywood 345 kV lines, are scheduled for completion in
2019. The Kansas-Sugar Creek 345 kV line is scheduled for completion

in 2020. Additional EHV transmission projects are needed to eliminate
congestion, address aging infrastructure concerns, and meet local
planning criteria. These include a 26-mile Albion South-Norris City
North 345 kV line in 2022, an 11-mile Gateway-Roxford 345 kV line in
2020, and the conversion of the existing Cahokia-North Coulterville 230
kV line to a Gateway-Prairie State 345 kV line and a Prairie State-North
Coulterville 345 kV line in 2021.
EHV transformer additions for the subregion for the next 5 years include
345/161 kV transformers for Zachary in 2019, and Massac in 2023; and
345/138 kV transformers for Jarvis (2019), Aster (2021), Beehive
(2021), Fargo #2 (2021), Gateway (2021), Miles (2021), and Jordan
(2023) to provide additional capacity and enhance local area voltages.
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Highlights

SERC MISO-South
The SERC MISO-South subregion is a
summer peaking system that consists of
the following Planning Coordinators:
Midcontinent Independent System
Operator, Inc.

•

The SERC MISO-South subregion contains a mix of traditional generation resources with gas fired
generation as the predominant type. Additional gas generation is planned for the near term in the
subregion along the coastal areas of the region. Interest in potential non-traditional resources such
as solar is increasing.

•

The SERC MISO-South subregion continues to focus on transmission investments to address
both reliability and address potential market congestion.

Demand (MW)
Total Internal
Demand Response
Net Internal
Resources (MW)
Anticipated
Prospective
Reserve Margins (%)
Anticipated
Prospective

Projected Demands, Resources, and Reserve Margins (Summer)
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
34,030
34,121
34,241
34,359
34,497
34,616
1,164
1,122
1,122
1,116
1,116
1,116
32,866
32,999
33,119
33,243
33,381
33,500

2020
33,611
1,164
32,447

2028
34,908
1,116
33,792

2029
34,908
1,116
33,792

41,139
42,840

42,553
44,254

42,293
43,994

41,773
43,474

41,773
43,474

41,251
42,952

39,897
41,598

39,897
41,598

39,897
41,598

39,897
41,598

26.79%
32.03%

29.47%
34.65%

28.17%
33.32%

26.13%
31.27%

25.66%
30.78%

23.58%
28.67%

19.10%
24.17%

18.60%
23.66%

18.07%
23.10%

18.07%
23.10%

Existing On-Peak Generation (Summer)
Peak Season
C
itPercent
MW

Generation Type
Biomass

45

0.11

7,168

18.2

25,302

64.4

417

1.06

Nuclear
Other

5,204
0

13.2
0.00

Petroleum

1,099

2.80

0

0.00

1
0

0.00
0.00

Coal
Natural Gas
Hydro

Pumped Storage
Solar
Wind

2027
34,755
1,116
33,639

W
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Planning Reserve Margins
Anticipated reserve margins within the SERC MISO-South subregion
indicate an increasing trend in the first two years, from 26.8% to 29.5%
by 2021. This reflects a net increase in new resources along the coastal
areas of MISO-South. After 2021, the forecasted reserve margins are
projected to decline back to a level of 18.1%, below the 2020 starting
margin of 26.8%. When considering prospective resources in the
region, the Reserve Margin follows the same trend but indicates a
potential 5% decrease over the planning horizon. The SERC MISOSouth subregion also has access to all of the deliverable resources
within the MISO footprint as deliverable per the Settlement agreement
between MISO and the Joint parties.
Although not shown here, but included in the MISO MTEP18 report, the
MISO forecasts sufficient capacity resources to meet expected demand
and reserves for the years 2019 and 2020 at or above the Planning
Reserve Margin Requirement (PRMR) of 17.1%. Beginning in 2021,
MISO capacity is projected to fall below the PRMR and remain there
for the rest of the assessment period. Falling below the PRMR signifies
that the MISO region is projected to operate at a reliability level lower
than the one-day-in-10-year standard for the years 2021 and beyond.

Demand
The SERC MISO-South subregion continues to be a summer peaking
region and is expected to continue being a summer peaking region
throughout the ten year planning period. Both Total and Net Internal
Demand within the SERC MISO-South subregion for summer are
expected to increase slightly by 3.8% to 4.1% over the 10-year planning
horizon, the demand increase over the ten year planning horizon for
SERC MISO South is attributable mainly to the industrial expansion in
the region. Distributed energy resources to date have not caused a
noticeable change to the net internal demand.

Demand-Side Management
Reported demand-side management response in the SERC MISOSouth subregion exceeds 1100 MW over the 10-year horizon,
representing a relatively flat range of 3.2% to 3.4% of the Total Internal
Demand for 2020.

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
At this time, very little significant photo-voltaic (PV) developments have
been connected to either the transmission or distribution systems in the
SERC MISO-South subregion. Interest in developing solar resources in
the subregion is increasing and beginning to emerge from the MISO
Definitive Planning Phase (DPP) processes, but has not caused a
noticeable change to the net internal demand or anticipated capacity
additions in the subregion so far. Both transmission and distribution
planning engineers in the subregion are preparing for increased PV and
inverter-based resource development.
A high penetration of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) would not
directly progress through the MISO interconnection queue. These
resources could have notable implications for MISO and require a
stronger transmission and distribution interface. MISO’s DER Program
is intended to explore, and advance collaboratively developed DER
priorities with stakeholders, including exploring reliability coordination,
planning, resource adequacy, and market implications.
The MISO Generator Interconnection queue has a large number of
transmission-level solar resources progressing through studies in the
SERC region. The majority of new interconnection requests are solar,
at roughly 60% of the full interconnection queue and over 75% of the
SERC region.
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anticipated to increase in 2020
plants along the coastal area
generation provide 18% and
respectively. Hydro resources
capacity at summer peak.

and 2021 with the addition of 2 new
of the subregion. Coal and nuclear
13% of the subregion's capacity,
represent approximately 1% of the

Capacity Transfers
No capacity transfers (imports or exports) have been reported for the
subregion. All SERC MISO-South members are participants in the
MISO energy market.

Transmission
Planned EHV transmission line additions in the next 5 years are
approximately 20 miles, while planned lower voltage transmission lines
are approximately 515 miles. Approximately 37 miles of lower voltage
transmission is planned for the second 5 years in the subregion.
EHV development continues across the SERC MISO-South subregion.
MISO has approved a MEP project to construct a new 500 kV
transmission line from the Hartburg 500 kV substation to the Sabine,
TX area in order to help eliminate congestion. The targeted in-service
date for this project is currently in 2023. The second Fancy Point 500230 kV Autotransformer recently entered into service.

Generation
Anticipated generation resources in the SERC MISO-South subregion
are expected to increase from 41,148 MW in 2020 by approximately
1,400 MW in 2021. A decline of approximately 3% (1200 MW)
throughout the 10-year horizon is expected, representing a reduction
in gas fired generation.
Natural gas, which represents approximately 65% of the capacity, is by
far the largest source of electricity in the subregion in 2019 and is

Other economic transmission projects designed to help reduce
congestion have been either recently completed or are planned for
completion in the near term. The Western Region Economic Project,
which involves construction of a new 230 kV transmission line from
Rocky Creek to Lewis Creek in the western region of Texas to address
congestion, is scheduled for completion in 2020. The 138 kV line rebuild
portion of this project was completed and placed into service recently.
In the Amite South area, MISO has approved the new Waterford to
Churchill 230 kV transmission project to help alleviate congestion in the
Waterford to Ninemile area of Louisiana. This project involves the
construction of a new Waterford to Churchill 230 kV transmission line
by the summer of 2022. The Churchill substation will be completed in
2020 as part of the Jefferson Parish 230 kV reliability improvement
project.
The MISO-South subregion continues to make the necessary
investments in transmission to ensure that reliability needs are met over
the 10-year horizon.
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Highlights
•

Anticipated Reserve Margins do not fall below the Reference Margin Level for any year of the
assessment period in PJM. The Installed Reserve Margin for the Delivery Year beginning on June
1, 2019 is 16.0% and decreases to 15.7% for the 2022 Delivery Year.

•

$2.1 billion of baseline transmission investment approved during 2018 continues to reflect a shift
in the dynamics driving transmission expansion needed through study year 2025. Flat load growth,
energy efficiency, generation shifts, and aging infrastructure drivers continue to shift transmission
needs away from large-scale, cross-system backbone projects toward projects focusing on
transmission owner criteria.

Demand (MW) 1
Total Internal
Demand Response
Net Internal

SERC PJM
The SERC PJM subregion is a summer
peaking system that consists of the
following Planning Coordinators: PJM
Interconnection, LLC. Natural gas-fired
generation capacity now exceeds coal,
and natural gas plants totaling over 50
GW comprise 80% of the generation
capacity interconnection rights in PJM’s
new services queue.

2020
21,507
907
20,600

Projected Demands, Resources, and Reserve Margins (Summer)
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
21,841
22,141
22,412
22,595
22,749
22,830
919
931
943
950
957
960
20,922
21,210
21,469
21,645
21,792
21,870

2027
22,945
965
21,980

Resources (MW)
Anticipated
32,348
31,842
31,906
31,906
31,906
31,906
31,906
31,906
Prospective
36,739
36,827
36,891
36,891
36,891
36,891
36,891
36,891
Reserve Margins (%) 2
Anticipated
57.03%
52.19%
50.43%
48.61%
47.40%
46.41%
45.89%
45.16%
Prospective
78.35%
76.02%
73.93%
71.83%
70.43%
69.28%
68.68%
67.84%
1 Demand and resource reflected in this table are for PJM member companies located within SERC.
2 Reserve Margins in PJM are calculated for the entire PJM footprint since power flows around PJM without regard to
Regional boundaries. No specific reserve margin requirement exists in the regional portions of PJM.

Existing On-Peak Generation (Summer)
Peak Capacity
Generation Type
MW
%
Biomass
320
1.05
Coal

6,281

20.54

Gas

13,900

45.46

Hydro

766

Nuclear

3,576

Other

0

0.00

Petroleum

1,848

6.05

Pumped Storage

3,015

9.86

Solar

804

2.63

Wind

W
64

0.21

2.51
11.70

2028
23,130
973
22,157

2029
23,310
981
22,329

31,906
36,891

31,906
36,891

44.00%
66.50%

42.89%
65.21%
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Planning Reserve Margins
The Anticipated Reserve Margins do not fall below the Reference
Margin Level for any year of the assessment period in PJM. The
reserve margin values shown are for the entire PJM area, not just the
area of PJM that is within the SERC footprint.
PJM performs an annual LOLE Study to determine the Installed
Reserve Margin (IRM) required, satisfying the ReliabilityFirst BAL-502RFC-02 Standard. This standard establishes the “one loss of load event
in ten years” LOLE criterion. The Installed Reserve Margin for the
Delivery Year beginning on June 1, 2019 is 16.0% and decreases to
15.7% for the 2022 Delivery Year. The IRM is expressed as a
percentage above the annual peak demand forecast.

Demand
PJM produces an independent peak load forecast of Total Internal
Demand using econometric regression models with daily load as the
dependent variable, and independent variables including calendar
effects, weather, economics, and end-use characteristics. The model
is estimated over historical data back to 1998 and is used to produce a
15-year forecast for PJM transmission zones, Locational Deliverability
Areas and the Regional Transmission Organization.
Separately from the modeled forecast, a forecast of the peak impact of
distributed solar generation is developed, using internal installed solar
capacity data and a forecast of solar capacity additions obtained from
a vendor. Impact on peak is estimated by applying a historical capacity
factor to installed capacity. Additionally, a separate forecast of load
management is developed, based on the amount of resources that
have historically committed though PJM’s forward capacity market. The
load management forecast is used to develop the Net Internal Demand
forecast.

Demand-Side Management
Demand Response resources can participate in all PJM Markets—
Capacity, Energy, and Ancillary Services. PJM requires that PJM
member Third Party Suppliers (Curtailment Service Providers - CSPs)
bring these resources to PJM Markets; it is the responsibility of these
CSPs to acts as Market Operating Centers, relaying PJM instructions
for load reductions (in any of the markets) to these resources.

Capacity: CSPs have the ability to participate in PJM Reliability Pricing
Model (RPM) Auctions up to three years in advance of the Delivery
Year (PJM Delivery Year is June-May). CSPs registered an overall
amount of 9,127 MW for the Delivery Year 20/21 to 9,433 MW in the
29/30 Delivery Year.

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
In early 2015, recognizing the growing market of solar installations,
PJM developed a plan to incorporate distributed solar generation into
the long-term load forecast. For the purposes of the long-term load
forecast, PJM defines distributed solar generation as any solar
resource that is not interconnected to the PJM markets. These
resources do not go through the full interconnection queue process and
do not offer as capacity or as energy resources. Furthermore, the
output of these resources is netted directly with the load. PJM does not
receive metered production data from any of these resources.
PJM EIS and GATS PJM
Environmental Information Services (EIS), a wholly owned subsidiary
of PJM Technologies, Inc., which is a subsidiary of PJM
Interconnection, operates the Generation Attribute Tracking System
(GATS). The generation data that GATS collects includes distributed
solar generation that is behind the meter. Utilizing this collection of data,
PJM estimates the amount of distributed solar generation in terms of
direct current (DC) nameplate capacity.
There have been no current or anticipated operational impacts of DERs
noted in PJM.

Generation
PJM’s Regional Transmission Expansion Process (RTEP) continues to
manage an unprecedented capacity shift driven by federal and state
public policy and broader fuel economics:

•

New generating plants powered by Marcellus and Utica shale
natural gas

•

New wind and solar units driven by federal and state renewable
incentives

•

Generating plant deactivations
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•

Market impacts introduced by demand resources and energy
efficiency programs

Natural gas-fired generation capacity now exceeds coal. Natural gas
plants totaling over 50,468 MW comprise 80% of the generation
currently seeking capacity interconnection rights in PJM’s new services
queue. As for coal, if formally submitted deactivation plans materialize,
more than 27,000 MW of coal-fired generation will have deactivated
between 2007 and 2021.

Capacity Transfers
PJM does not rely on significant (+/- 5%) transfers to meet resource
adequacy requirements. Maximum transfer into PJM would amount to
less than 2% of PJM’s internal generation capability. At no time within
this assessment period does our anticipated capacity get anywhere
near 2%.

Transmission
The $2.1 billion of baseline transmission investment approved during
2018 continues to reflect a shift in the dynamics driving transmission
expansion needed through study year 2025. Flat load growth, energy
efficiency, generation shifts, and aging infrastructure drivers, among

others, continue to shift transmission need away from large-scale,
cross-system backbone projects toward projects focusing on
transmission owner criteria. PJM Board-approved projects in 2018 will
address market efficiency congestion and solve localized reliability
criteria violations. Plans reflect lower investment at 345 kV and above
over the past four years and higher levels of transmission investment
at 230 kV.
In recent years, reviews of existing infrastructure have identified the
need for replacement of equipment and structures due to aging. Many
500 kV lines were constructed in the 1960s; 230 kV and 115 kV lines
date to the 1950s and earlier. Some Transmission Owners have added
aging infrastructure to their planning criteria as part of their respective
FERC Form No. 715 filings. Planning for aging infrastructure is not new
to PJM. Spare 500/230 kV transformers, 500 kV line rebuilds, and a
number of other transmission enhancements to mitigate potential
equipment failure risk are already an important part of PJM’s RTEP.
The PJM Operating Agreement specifies that Transmission Owner
planning criteria are to be evaluated as a part of the RTEP process.
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Highlights

SERC Southeast
The SERC Southeast (SERC SE)
subregion is a summer peaking system
that consists of the following Planning
Coordinators: Georgia Transmission
Corporation, Municipal Electric Authority
of Georgia, PowerSouth Energy
Cooperative, and Southern Company.

•

Progress continues on Georgia Power’s Vogtle nuclear expansion project (~2,200 MW), which will
be the first nuclear units in the United States to use the Westinghouse AP1000 advanced
pressurized water reactor technology.

•

Despite low load growth, SERC SE entities continue to enhance and modernize the transmission
system in response to the changing resource mix and system flows.

Demand (MW)
Total Internal
Demand Response
Net Internal
Resources (MW)
Anticipated
Prospective
Reserve Margins (%)
Anticipated
Prospective

2020
47,655
2,466
45,189

Projected Demands, Resources, and Reserve Margins (Summer)
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
48,040
48,169
48,246
48,514
48,750
48,302
2,638
2,638
2,638
2,605
2,598
2,591
45,402
45,531
45,608
45,909
46,152
45,711

2027
47,401
2,591
44,810

2028
47,536
2,592
44,944

2029
48,011
2,593
45,418

60,704
60,993

60,778
61,696

61,688
62,682

62,601
63,595

62,671
63,665

62,680
63,674

62,685
63,678

62,687
63,681

62,689
63,682

62,692
63,686

34.33%
34.97%

33.87%
35.89%

35.49%
37.67%

37.26%
39.44%

36.51%
38.68%

35.81%
37.96%

37.13%
39.31%

39.90%
42.11%

39.48%
41.69%

38.03%
40.22%

Existing On-Peak Generation (Summer)
Peak Capacity
Generation Type
MW
Percent
Biomass

225

0.36

Coal

17,910

29.04

Gas

30,285

49.10

Hydro

3,288

5.33

Nuclear

5,818

9.43

Other

315

0.51

Petroleum

961

1.56

Pumped Storage

1,632

2.65

Solar

S1,246

2.02

Wind

W
0

0.00
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Planning Reserve Margins
Most of the entities in SERC SE calculate reserve margins on an annual
basis and take into consideration a wide range of weather conditions,
forecast error probabilities, production cost, and unit reliability
assumptions, including incremental outages associated with extreme
hot and cold weather. Entities in the assessment area also have
policies in place to maintain at least a 15% reserve margin. Some
entities have begun the process of implementing separate winter
reserve margins.

Demand
On-peak load forecasts are developed using historical hourly load
research data for each customer class (or sub-class) to derive functions
that describe the relationship of load to the corresponding weather. To
predict demands, the following components are used: the load profiles,
the relationships of load and weather developed from the historical load
research data, the description of “typical” weather, and the monthly
energy forecasts. Entities observe that metro areas are experiencing a
higher growth rate compared to the rural areas.

place for that generation to be utilized (i.e., controlled) by a Balancing
Authority in SERC SE. Although entities in SERC SE continue to
monitor and engage in committee forums related to the issue, entities
are not anticipating operational impacts due to these resources.

Generation
Entities in SERC-SE do not anticipate capacity deficiencies over the
period. Natural gas currently accounts for 49% of net operable capacity.
Coal and nuclear generation combined account for 40%. Hydro,
renewables, and other fuel types account for the remaining 11%. In
addition to the current capacity, SERC SE will have an additional
~2,200 MW of nuclear additions available to meet demand by the end
of 2022. Entities in SERC SE also have over 7000 MW of utility scale
solar projects in their OATT interconnection queues but less than 10%
are expected to come online.
Entities include resource plans in base case models for the near- and
long-term planning horizon. The impacts are assessed during the
annual planning study processes. Entities continue to assess the value
of the generation fleet in light of current or pending regulatory
requirements, economics, and other factors.

Demand-Side Management

Capacity Transfers

Entities within SERC SE have a variety of programs to control energy
usage within peak periods. Programs range from controlled airconditioning systems, water heater control switches, and other
commercial load programs. Some programs are controlled by price
signals and allow for an energy reduction on a day ahead and hour
ahead basis. Entities regularly evaluate all programs for their
effectiveness. Controllable demand response is modeled as a resource
in reliability studies, and non-controllable demand response is
incorporated into load forecasts. Passive DSM programs are
incorporated in the forecasts and are reflected in reserve margin
projections.

Entities within the subregion continue to assess the impacts to capacity
transfers due to projected changes to the resource mix each year
through their normal planning processes. At this time, there have been
no significant changes (+/- 5%) or trends related to the changing
resource mix that would limit capacity transfers in or out of the region’s
Assessment Areas.

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
DERs in this Assessment Area are small (~400 MW), but are expected
to grow over the period to grow to ~500MW. Entities account for
distributed generation and behind-the-meter generation by modeling
the net of the load and generation. A distributed or behind-the-meter
generation facility will only be shown explicitly if an agreement is in

During an extreme cold weather event in Jan 2018, SERC SE entities
experienced loop flows from high regional transfers between MISO
Central and MISO South. Due to increased ambient temperature,
adjusted transmission facility ratings, and operational system
adjustments the SERC entities were able to mitigate any potential
reliability issues. Because of this event, a group of affected utilities,
along with MISO, developed an operating procedure to address
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potential reliability issues that can result from high MISO regional
transfers.

Transmission
SERC SE entities coordinate transmission expansion plans in the
Region annually through joint model-building efforts that include the
plans of all SERC entities. The coordination of transmission expansion
plans with entities outside the SERC Region is achieved through
annual participation in joint modeling efforts with the ERAG Multi-

regional Modeling Working Group (MMWG). SERC SE entities are
expecting transmission additions over the assessment period that are
in the design/construction phase, and are projected to enhance system
reliability by supporting voltage and relieving challenging flows. Other
projects include adding new transformers, reconductoring existing
transmission lines, and other system reconfigurations/additions to
support transmission system reliability.
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Data Concepts and Assumptions
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Load Forecast

Total Installed Non-utility Photovoltaic

The Peak Demand Forecast is reported by entities registered as
Planning Authority (PA). The reporting entities use these definitions in
preparing their data:

Non-utility scaled photovoltaic generation. Includes single-phase
installed units that are considered “behind-the-meter”, “rooftop solar”,
or part of a “building-integrated system”.

Total Internal Demand

Coincident

The peak hourly load for the summer 3 and winter 4 of each year.
Projected Total Internal Demand is based on normal weather (50/50
distribution 5) and includes the impacts of distributed resources, energy
efficiency, and conservation programs.

The sum of two or more loads that occur in the same hour, which total
to the assessment area peak load.

Net Internal Demand
Total Internal Demand, reduced by the amount of Controllable and
Dispatchable Demand Response projected to be available during the
peak hour. Net Internal Demand is used in all Reserve Margin
calculations.

Non-Coincident
The sum of two or more peak loads on individual systems that do not
occur in the same time interval.
Load Forecasting Assumptions by Subregion
Subregion

Peak Season

Coincident/NonCoincident

Controllable and Dispatchable Demand Response

MISO-Central

Summer

Coincident

The projected amount of unique MW counted toward resource
adequacy planning by an entity for activities or programs that are
directly controlled or dispatched by a System Operator. These
programs are designed to modify the amount of electricity used during
the peak hour and may include any demand response called as part of
an emergency operating procedure.

MISO-South

Summer

Coincident

PJM

Summer

Coincident

SERC East

Winter

Non-Coincident

SERC Central

Winter

Non-Coincident

SERC Southeast

Summer

Non-Coincident

3

The summer season represents June – September.

4

The winter season represents December - February

5

There is a 50% probability that actual demand will be higher and a 50%
probability that actual demand will be lower than the value provided for a
given season/year.
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Resource Categories
SERC collects projections for the amount of existing and planned capacity and net capacity transfers (between subregions) that will be available
during the forecast hour of peak demand for the summer and winter seasons of each year. Resource planning methods vary throughout the Region.
SERC uses the following categories to provide a consistent approach for collecting and presenting resource adequacy:
Resource Type

Anticipated

Prospective

Existing-Certain Generating Capacity
Includes operable capacity expected to be available to serve load during the peak hour with firm
transmission

√

√

Existing-other capacity
√

Includes operable capacity that could be available to serve load during the peak hour, but lacks firm
transmission and could be unavailable during the peak or a number of reasons
Tier 1 Capacity Additions
Includes capacity that is either under construction or has received approved planning requirements

√

√

Tier 2 capacity additions
√

Includes capacity that has been requested but not received approval for planning requirements
Firm Capacity Transfers
(Imports Minus Exports)

√

√

Includes transfers with firm contracts
Expected (nonfirm) Capacity Transfers
√

(Imports Minus Exports)
Includes transfers without firm contracts, but a high probability of future implementation
Confirmed Retirements
Generators that have formally announced retirement plans. These units must have an approved
generator deactivation request where applicable.

√

√

Unconfirmed Retirements
Capacity that is expected to retire based on the result of a subregion generator survey or analysis.

√

*Note blank cells indicate the resource type is not within the specified category. Whereas, a √ indicates the resource type is a part of this
category.
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Reserve Margin
Planning Reserve Margin
The primary metric used to measure resource adequacy, defined as the difference in resources (Anticipated or Prospective) and Net Internal
Demand, divided by Net Internal Demand, shown as a percentile.
Anticipated

Prospective

(Anticipated Resources – Net Internal Demand)

(Prospective Resources – Net Internal Demand)

Net Internal Demand

Net Internal Demand

Reference Margin
The assumptions and naming convention of this metric vary by subregion. The Reference Margin Level a can be determined by using both
deterministic and probabilistic (based on a 0.1/year loss of load study) approaches. In both cases, system planners use this metric to quantify the
amount of reserve capacity in the system above the forecasted peak demand that is needed to ensure sufficient supply to meet peak loads.
Establishing a Reference Margin Level is necessary to account for long-term factors of uncertainty involved in system planning, such as unexpected
generator outages and extreme weather impacts that could lead to increased demand, beyond what was projected in the 50/50 load forecasted. In
many subregions, a Reference Margin Level is established by a state, provincial authority, ISO/RTO, or other regulatory body. In some cases, the
Reference Margin Level is a requirement. Reference Margin Levels can fluctuate over the duration of the assessment period, or may be different for
the summer and winter seasons.
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Special Topics
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Working Group Contributions
Variable Energy Resources

•

Continued increases in variable energy resource (VER) activity,
coupled with rapidly changing inverter-based technologies and
integration challenges, highlighted the need to explore reliability
considerations related to VER integration in the SERC Region. As
such, the SERC Engineering Committee formed the VER Task Force
(VERTF) in 2016 to identify and assess these considerations. Upon
recommendation from the VERTF, the VER Working Group (VERWG)
was formed in 2017 and has continued to discuss and provide
additional guidance related to these reliability considerations.

•

Work Plan and Deliverables
In 2019, the VERWG is focused on the following activities:
•

Developing a paper to document industry guidance and SERC
member practices regarding interconnection requirements for
inverter-based resources. In addition, the paper will serve as a
starting point for discussion between SERC entities on the best
ways to incorporate future industry guidance and lessons
learned.

•

Developing a template to collect data on DER. The data
collection is based on the NERC guidance document.

•

Updating the VERWG Dashboard. The Dashboard includes
links to VERWG work products, focus items, and data analytics.

Scope of Activities
The VERWG scope of activities includes:
•
•
•

Trend and analyze data on relevant VER activity for the Region
or as requested by NERC
Evaluate, analyze, and communicate planning, implementation,
and operational VER topics
Monitor ongoing industry activities and incorporate, as
appropriate, recommendations from industry groups into the
VERWG work plan

Monitor other Regions with high VER penetrations for lessons
learned
Develop training as needed to share VER integration planning,
implementation and operational experiences
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Reliability Risk
The Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG) works to identify, analyze,
and prioritize Regional risks and educate SERC members on these
risks. The RRWG also provides input to SERC’s Compliance
Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP) Implementation Plan.
The RRWG finalized the top three risks for the areas of engineering,
operations, and critical infrastructure protection for 2018. Table 3 lists
the risks for each area.
The individual technical committee assigns these risks to appropriate
subgroups to develop the mitigation plans and address the identified
risks. The mitigation plans are detailed in the RRWG annual report.
The RRWG publishes an annual report and risk registry (RRWG Annual
Report), which is posted on the SERC website under RRWG committee
and can be accessed there.

Table 3: 2018 Ranked Regional Risk Elements

Regional Risk Elements
Engineering Risks

Operational Risks

Critical
Infrastructure
Protection (CIP) Risks

Resource uncertainty
or changing mix, along
with generation
retirements

Fuel Diversity/Fuel
Availability

Cybersecurity threats
result from exploitation of
both external and internal
vulnerabilities.

Fuel Diversity/Fuel
Availability

Resource
uncertainty or
changing mix,
along with
generation
retirements

Legacy architecture,
coupled with the
increased connectivity of
the grid, expands the
attack surface of BPS
protection and control
systems.

Generator Governor
Frequency Response

Extreme Weather

Interdependencies exist
between the critical
infrastructure sectors,
such as Communications,
Financial Services, Oil
and Natural Gas
Subsector, and Water,
where sector-specific
vulnerabilities can impact
BPS reliability.
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Long/Near-Term Transmission Summary
Near-Term Study Summary
The Near Term Working Group completed its analysis of the 2019
summer season in June 2019. The study simulated intra-SERC
transfers between SERC member entities as well as between SERC
member subregions. The study utilized a starting powerflow case
incorporating a Security Constrained Redispatch within the MISO and
PJM Regional Transmission Organization areas. The studied transfers
were layered upon this initial powerflow case and studied
independently. Note that the operating conditions of the starting case
represent a seasonal peak scenario, and therefore the study is
intended to identify limits to the transfers under those conditions. These
system conditions are not indicative of the majority of operating
conditions the SERC Region would experience during the 2019
summer period. Likewise, the modelled transfers do not represent
economic transfer assumptions, but are simulated at the individual
SERC entities discretion, by either modifying generation, scaling area
loads, or both. This study is not intended to simulate the actual
operating conditions of the SERC Region during the 2019 summer
period, but is meant to identify possible transfer limitations during
hypothetical system conditions.

Long-Term Study Summary
The Long Term Working Group completed its analysis of the 2023
summer season in December of 2018. This study simulated non-

simultaneous intra-SERC transfers between SERC member entities as
well as between SERC subregions. Unit participation and load scaling
for the transfers are at the discretion of the participants and can
influence the results of the study. Furthermore, the study is based upon
a specific set of assumptions, so the results of the study may not be
reflective of conditions outside of the scope of the study. Nonetheless,
the results of the study may be indicative of potential limits to transfers
within the SERC Region. The simulated transfers range from 200 MW
to 3000 MW for the company transfers, and were 3000 MW for the
subregional transfers, with each transfer identifying normal incremental
transfer capability and first contingency incremental transfer capability.
In addition to the traditional transfer study, the Long Term Working
Group completed its support of the Renewables Impact Study in March
of 2019. This study was a continuation of the 2016 Clean Power Plan
Study, but with a focus on the 2022 winter season. The study assessed
the impacts of theoretical generation retirements and/or replacements
in order to identify potential thermal and/or voltage constraints within
SERC. Similar to the traditional transfer study, the study was based
upon a specific set of assumptions, so the results of the study may not
be reflective of conditions outside of the scope of the study. As such,
participants were advised to continue to monitor their respective
transmission systems for thermal and voltage issues possibly driven by
changing generation and/or transmission plans.
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Seasonal Outlook
SERC’s 2019 Summer Outlook identifies, assesses, and reports on areas of concern regarding the reliability of the SERC Region for the upcoming
summer season. In addition, this assessment presents peak electricity demand and supply changes, and highlights any unique subregional challenges
or expected conditions that might affect the BPS. The reliability assessment process is a coordinated reliability evaluation between the RRS the
subregions, and SERC staff. This report reflects SERC’s independent assessment; its intent is to inform industry leaders, planners, operators, and
regulatory bodies so they are better prepared to take necessary actions to ensure BPS reliability. The report also provides an opportunity for the
industry to discuss their plans and preparations to ensure reliability for the upcoming summer period.
The assessment indicates that each of the SERC subregions have a plan to address resource adequacy risk during the peak conditions, even when
Planning Reserve Margins exceed Reference Margin Levels. The reasons can be similar: generator scheduled maintenance, forced outages due to
normal and more extreme weather conditions and loads, as well as low-likelihood conditions that affect generation resource performance or unit
availability including constrained fuel supplies. The Regional Assessment Dashboards section in the NERC Summer Reliability Assessment includes
a seasonal risk scenario for each area that illustrates variables in resources and load, and where appropriate, the potential effects that operating
actions can have to mitigate shortfalls in operating reserves.
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Appendix A

Glossary

Acronym

Definition

Acronym

Definition

BES

Bulk Electric System

NTWG

SERC Near-Term Working Group

CAGR

Compound Annual Growth Rate

PJM

Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Pool

DSM

Demand Side Management

PLCS

SERC Planning Coordination Subcommittee

DWG

SERC Dynamic Working Group

PSS/E

Power System Simulator for Engineering

EC

SERC Engineering Committee

RAWG

SERC Resource Adequacy Working Group

EMS

Energy Management System

RE

Regional Entity

ERAG

Eastern Interconnection Reliability Assessment Group

RRS

SERC Reliability Review Subcommittee

ERO

Electric Reliability Organization

RTO

Regional Transmission Organization

FERC

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

ISO

Independent System Operator

SERC

SERC Reliability Corporation

LOLE

Loss Of Load Expectation

SERC EC

SERC Engineering Committee

LTRA

NERC Long-Term Reliability Assessment

SVC

Static VAR Compensator

LTWG

SERC Long-Term Working Group

TLR

Transmission Loading Relief

MISO

Midcontinent Independent System Operator

TPL

Transmission Planning

MMWG

Multiregional Modeling Working Group

UFLS

Underfrequency Load Shedding

NERC

North American Electric Reliability Corporation

VACAR

Virginia Carolinas subregion of SERC
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Appendix B

SERC Membership

Investor-Owned Utilities (17)

Municipal (27)

Alabama Power Company (S)

Alabama Municipal Electric Authority (S)

Ameren Services Company (M-C)

Beaches Energy Services of Jacksonville Beach (F)

Cleco Corporate Holdings LLC (M-S)

City of Bartow (F)

Dominion Energy South Carolina, Inc. (E)

City of Columbia, MO (M-C)

Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (E)

City of Homestead (F)

Duke Energy Florida, LLC (F)

City of Key West (Keys Energy) (F)

Duke Energy Progress, LLC (E)

City of Leesburg (F)

Entergy (M-S)

City of Ocala Electric Utility (F)

Florida Power & Light Company (F)

City of Springfield, IL – CWLP (M-C)

Florida Public Utilities Company (F)

City of Tallahassee (F)

Georgia Power Company (S)

City of Winter Park (F)

Gulf Power Company (S)

ElectriCities of North Carolina, Inc. (E)

LG&E and KU Services Company as agent for Louisville Gas
and Electric Company and Kentucky Utilities Company (C)

Fayetteville Public Works Commission (E)

Mississippi Power Company (S)
Southern Company Services, Inc. - Trans (S)
Tampa Electric Company (F)
Virginia Electric and Power Company (DP, TO) (P)
Marketers (3)
ACES
Alcoa Power Generating Inc. (C)
Tenaska Power Services Co.

Florida Municipal Power Agency (F)
Fort Pierce Utilities Authority (F)
Gainesville Regional Utilities (F)
Illinois Municipal Electric Agency (M-C)
JEA (F)
Kissimmee Utility Authority (F)
Lakeland Electric (F)
Memphis Light, Gas and Water Division (C)
Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia (S)
Nashville Electric Service (C)
Owensboro, KY Municipal Utilities (C)
Reedy Creek Improvement District (F)
Utilities Commission of New Smyrna Beach (F)
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Cooperatives (18)

Federal/State Systems (3)

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. (C)

South Carolina Public Service Authority (E)

Big Rivers Electric Corporation (M-C)

Southeastern Power Administration (S)

Cooperative Energy (M-S)

Tennessee Valley Authority (C)

East Kentucky Power Cooperative (P)
Florida Keys Electric Cooperative Assn (F)

Merchant Electricity Generators (8)

Georgia System Operations Corporation (S)

Brookfield Smoky Mountain Hydropower LLC (C)

Georgia Transmission Corporation (S)

Calpine Corporation (TBD)

Lee County Electric Cooperative, Inc (F)

Cogentrix Energy Power Management, LLC (E)

Louisiana Generating, LLC (M-S)

Cube Hydro Carolinas, LLC (E)

North Carolina Electric Membership Corporation (E)

Electric Energy, Inc. (C)

Oglethorpe Power Corporation (S)

Northern Star Generation Services Company, LLC (F)

Old Dominion Electric Cooperative (E)

Occidental Chemical Corporation (M-S)

Piedmont Electric Membership Corporation (E)

Vistra Energy Corp.(TBD)

PowerSouth Energy Cooperative (S)
Prairie Power, Inc. (M-C)
Seminole Electric Cooperative (F)
Southern Illinois Power Cooperative (M-C)
Wabash Valley Power Association, Inc. (M-C)
RTO/ISO (2)

Subregional Affiliation

Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc.

(C) - Central Subregion

(E) – East Subregion

PJM Interconnection, LLC

(M-C) – MISO Central Subregion

(P) – PJM Subregion

(M-S) – MISO-South Subregion

(S) - Southeast Subregion

(F) – Florida Peninsula Subregion
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Appendix C

SERC EC Reliability Review Subcommittee Membership

Committee Position

Name

Company

Chair

Jerrod Moll

Southern Company Services, Inc. - Trans

Vice Chair

Jared Shaw

Entergy

Central Subregion Representative

Marjorie Parsons

Tennessee Valley Authority

Central Subregion Alternate

Jared Yust

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.

MISO-South Subregion Representative

Joseph Payne

Entergy

MISO South Subregion Alternate

Louis Guidry

Cleco Corporate Holdings LLC

MISO Central Subregion Representative

Eugene Warnecke

Ameren Services Company

Southeastern Subregion Representative

Jerrod Moll

Southern Company Services, Inc. - Trans

Southeastern Subregion Alternate

Waymon Short

Southern Company Services, Inc. - Trans

Southeastern Subregion Alternate

Ken Wofford

Georgia Transmission Corporation

East Subregion Representative

Brian D. Moss

Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC

East Subregion Alternate

Mark Byrd

Duke Energy Progress, LLC

MISO Central/South Alternate

Ryan Westphal

Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc.

MISO Central/South Alternate

Laura Rauch

Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc.

Operations Planning Working Group Liaison

Paul Stovall

Georgia System Operations Corporation

PJM Interconnection, LLC

Mark Kuras

PJM Interconnection, LLC

PJM Interconnection, LLC

Srinivas Kappagantula

PJM Interconnection, LLC

Planning Coordination Subcommittee Liaison

James Normansell

Tennessee Valley Authority

NERC Reliability Assessment Subcommittee Representative

Jerrod Moll

Southern Company Services, Inc. - Trans

Variable Energy Resources Working Group Liaison

Zakia El Omari

Georgia Transmission Corporation

